2005 buick lacrosse radio

One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, car
speakers, car subwoofer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod, tweeters,
crossovers, audio equalizer, satellite radio or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct
color car audio wires for a Buick Lacrosse. Automotive wiring in Buick vehicles are becoming
increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory electronics
headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your
other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and
more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Buick car radio wiring diagrams, Buick car audio
wiring diagrams, Buick car stereo wiring diagrams, Buick car radio wiring schematics, Buick car
wiring diagrams and cataloged them online. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy
your new mobile electronics rather than spend the whole weekend trying to figure out which
wires goes where. Use of the wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire
colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your Buick Lacrosse. If you
would like to help the Modified Life community by adding a car audio wire diagram, car stereo
wire diagram or car radio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post any additional
car audio or car electronics wiring information about the Buick Lacrosse on this page. Run a
wire to the fuse box for switched power. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address
will not be published. Skip to content. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. The radio harness
does not provide a switched power source. I bought this CXL with the legendary 3. It had 37,
miles and was lightly used. I have driven it 7, miles. I love the 3. Great around town mileage and
good highway mileage. The original tires are about shot and I intend to upgrade with premium
rubber. GM needs to put better original tires on its premium models. No problems and my
mechanic has raved about the good deal I got from a VW dealer. The car depreciated to where a
guy with two kids in college can afford a top line car for the cost of a tin can. My only complaint
is that I wish the front leather seats were as nice as the European-style seats on my Bonneville.
She is still very docile, quiet and well mannered, just what you would expect from a Buick. I
have had this car for 2 months. CXL model rides very smooth on the highway. More comfortable
than my Saturn L. Highway mpg is great.. Steering is a little balky. You can feel it roll and dip on
sharp turns. All and all this a comfortable sedan. Looks a little like the Lexus LS until you look
at the grille. The grille and layout of the front is the thing only way you know it is a Buick. Also,
for some reason, every time I turn on the air vents the AC is on. I think if the in city gas mileage
was better I would enjoy this car more. The LaCrosse is a much better car than my previous
Buick Regal. Handles and rides much better and doesn't have that old Buick float. It feels more
like a sport sedan. Fit and finish is also improved and it is quite quiet. I think the old 3.
Smoother and quiter. The gas mileage is still a downer. It gets 30 on the highway, but only
around town. Overall, its a much improved car. I purchased this car used with 22, miles. Initially,
I was very impressed with the design of the exterior and the interior materials. However, with
time I have been mildly disappointed. No major complaints, just room for improvement. Like
every other review, I am also disappointed with the fuel economy. Also, the 3. The seats are
unsupportive and stiff, although the leather is of very good quality. Have had an ongoing
problem with the airbag light coming on for no apparent reason. Finally, the trunk lid has no
handle to pull it up. Sounds minor but is very inconvenient. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the LaCrosse. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Not your father's Buick! I'm a 45
year old Buick owner Joe S. Items per page:. Write a review See all LaCrosses for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the LaCrosse. Sign Up. Find the Buick stereo wiring diagram you
need to install your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the Buick wire guide you
need. Every Buick stereo wiring diagram contains information from other Buick owners. I need a
wiring diagram for a buick rendezvous. If it matters i have a jvc cd player! Thanks :. Jayson, as
much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wire information listed on our website
is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Buick Lucerne
stereo but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able
to post a reply and help you out. I need a wiring diagram and wiring schematics for a Buick
lucerne factory car stereo. Id really appreciate ur help. Debra, most door panel removals can be
done with a Phillips screwdriver and door trim removal tools. Just look for screws at the edge of
the door panel, near the door handle or inside the door pull. Once you remove all the screws or
plastic tabs, you should be able to use the door trim removal tools to pull the door panel off
with ease. Hope this helps. Good luck with your Buick Century door panel removal and speaker
installation. Larry, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Buick Lucerne stereo but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable
Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. Looking for wiring diagram

for Buick Lucerne. Specifically how the component front speakers are wired. Thank you! Please
help and thank you. Suspect hack job, need diagram to track down problem. Adam, use the dark
green wire located at the PCM module. That is the Speed Sense wire for your Buick
Rendezvous. The PCM module is located inside the air cleaner assembly. Good luck. This is for
a Rendezvous. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Buick Radio Stereo
Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. With more refined power under the hood and a
contemporary interior, this replacement for the Regal and Century could go a long way toward
reestablishing Buick as a premium brand. Buick marketing pros, engineers and executives alike
have made a rather bold statement about the new Buick LaCrosse. But don't start writing your
"you're anti-American" letters just yet. It's not that we think Buicks are bad cars â€” quite the
opposite. Domestic brands like Buick, Oldsmobile and Lincoln have been showing up near the
top of lists like the J. Power initial quality survey for years now. But the problem with Buick
hasn't been quality so much as public perception. Long seen as a car built strictly for "old
people," many consumers simply ignore Buick because the cars just don't seem appealing
when compared to brands like Acura, Infiniti, Lexus and now Chrysler. We can't blame them â€”
Buick has done little to debunk its stodgy image, as cars like the Century , LeSabre and Regal
seem almost proud of their blandness. Not so with the Buick LaCrosse. GM wants you to
believe that there's a new wind blowing through the halls of Buick, and the LaCrosse is the
latest manifestation of that new spirit. Led by the Buick Rendezvous , then the Buick Rainier
and more recently the Buick Terraza minivan or "Sport Van" as GM likes to call it , the company
has introduced enough new products in recent years to bolster the idea that its revival is more
than just hype. It's not lost on us that the last three new cars have been truck-type vehicles, but
with the debut of the Buick LaCrosse, the company is now turning its attention back to the car
side of the equation and it's about time. Regardless of whether the company has hit the mark or
not, Buick is serious about bringing its cars up a notch or two. The two-step process involves
giving the cars and trucks higher-quality interiors and incorporating a "Quiet Tuning" package
that essentially makes the cars smoother and quieter â€” you know, like a Lexus. In Buick's
eyes, the road to Lexus-like vehicles is paved with Quiet Tuning technology and in many ways it
works. There are many aspects to Quiet Tuning, but the biggest gains are the result of adding
laminate to the windshield and side windows, adding a noise-suppressing engine cover,
recalibrating various belt-driven pulleys, revising the power steering lines and installing extra
sound-deadening material throughout the cabin. A special exhaust system is also part of the
package. Unique resonators and mufflers are also employed to reduce exhaust noise. So has
Buick built a real Lexus fighter in the new LaCrosse? Yes and no. If the only goal is to build a
car that has a firm but supple ride combined with an ultraquiet interior, then yes, it has done
just that: The LaCrosse at least equals the ES in these areas. However, there is more to a great
car than just a quiet interior. Some of the essential elements of a premium sedan are simply
missing. Although there are plans to add one later, there is currently no navigation system
offered on the LaCrosse. Also, the lack of a power-adjustable seat back is a glaring omission.
The seat bottoms and lumbar adjustments are power and the seats overall are quite
comfortable, but you'll have to adjust the rake of the seat back manually no matter which trim
level you choose. That is decidedly un-Lexus-like. On the plus side, the Buick LaCrosse offers
the option of five- or six-passenger seating â€” five-passenger versions get a center armrest
and storage container, while the six-passenger version has a column-mounted gear selector
and a center armrest that folds away. The dash incorporates plenty of wood grain and leather
with the overall look being very pleasant if not ultra premium. Look closer, though, and the faux
wood trim is hardly convincing, as even the Saturn Relay minivan that we drove the same day
seemed to have nicer trim. The LaCrosse's center stack works well, but its matte black finish is
rather bland, and excessive space on either side of the stereo head unit makes it look like
something is missing. It's these little things that conspire to give the LaCrosse a
less-than-Lexus appeal when taken as a whole. The CXS alone receives an all-aluminum, 3. All
trim levels come with a four-speed automatic transmission. The Lexus ES uses a five-speed
automatic, but in this case, the Buick comes out on top by virtue of the fact that its
smooth-shifting four-speed is immune to the Lexus unit's propensity to shift hard and "hunt" for
the right gear. Take the Buick LaCrosse around some twists and turns and it doesn't suffer from
excessive body roll or that uncontrolled "floaty" feeling often associated with older Buicks. In
fact, the LaCrosse is probably the best-handling Buick ever mass-produced. Another indication
that Buick may have thrown out the old playbook is the firm and well-balanced brakes. Lacking
the excessive travel and mushy feel of many GM sedans, the LaCrosse again comes off as a
reasonable "sporty" sedan. Like most GM cars, the real advantage over the import-branded
competition comes into play when considering price. On the Lexus, items like a navigation

system and power-adjustable pedals are extra-cost items, but at least buyers have the option of
choosing those things. Does it ultimately top the Lexus ES ? In some ways, the answer is yes.
The ride, handling, transmission and interior noise levels are all on par with, or in some cases,
better than the Lexus. But the beauty of a Lexus, or a Toyota for that matter, is in the details.
Although the Buick LaCrosse is a competent sedan with many high marks, it's the lack of
attention to the little things that will conspire to keep the Buick a few steps behind its much
admired Japanese target. Available styles include CXS 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Buick LaCrosse. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Stability control limited to CXS
trim, base engine lacks refinement, only comes with a four-speed automatic. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The LaCrosse is an all-new
premium sedan replacement for both the Century and Regal sedans. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Not your father's Buick! I bought this CXL with the legendary 3. It had 37, miles
and was lightly used. I have driven it 7, miles. I love the 3. Great around town mileage and good
highway mileage. The original tires are about shot and I intend to upgrade with premium rubber.
GM needs to put better original tires on its premium models. No problems and my mechanic has
raved about the good deal I got from a VW dealer. The car depreciated to where a guy with two
kids in college can afford a top line car for the cost of a tin can. My only complaint is that I wish
the front leather seats were as nice as the European-style seats on my Bonneville. Read less.
She is still very docile, quiet and well mannered, just what you would expect from a Buick. I'm a
45 year old Buick owner. Joe S. I have had this car for 2 months. CXL model rides very smooth
on the highway. More comfortable than my Saturn L. Highway mpg is great.. Steering is a little
balky. You can feel it roll and dip on sharp turns. All and all this a comfortable sedan. Looks a
little like the Lexus LS until you look at the grille. The grille and layout of the front is the thing
only way you know it is a Buick. Also, for some reason, every time I turn on the air vents the AC
is on. I think if the in city gas mileage was better I would enjoy this car more. The LaCrosse is a
much better car than my previous Buick Regal. Handles and rides much better and doesn't have
that old Buick float. It feels more like a sport sedan. Fit and finish is also improved and it is
quite quiet. I think the old 3. Smoother and quiter. The gas mileage is still a downer. It gets 30 on
the highway, but only around town. Overall, its a much improved car. See all reviews of the
Used Buick LaCrosse. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the LaCrosse. Sign Up. This listing is for
part or sub-assembly number given below only. It comes with a 90 day warranty! The donor
vehicle VIN will be on the invoice for your convenience. See below for fitment information and
any notes pertaining to this specific part. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions.
Thanks for looking! Donor Vehicle:. We are a family-owned business with over 30 years in the
used car parts industry. We're proud to provide excellent quality used auto parts at famously
discounted prices! We are here to serve you Monday thru Friday 8 a. If you have any concerns
or questions, please feel free to message us here on eBay. We will normally get back to you
within 12 hours during the work week. We accept Paypal, all major credit cards and cash if you
are picking up the item. Payment is required within 2 days of winning a listing. If payment is not
made after 2 days, an unpaid item case will be opened. We may use other carriers at our
discretion. In some instances, freight orders will require a business address with a loading dock
or forklift. A good working phone number is required for all orders. Local pickup is also an
option on any order. Our 4 locations are open Monday thru Friday from 8 a. Please check with
us before driving out to make sure we have the part ready at the location nearest to you. Most
items include a day warranty unless otherwise indicated. This coverage is included on all new
or used parts unless otherwise stated in the listing or on the front of the invoice. This warranty
is non-transferable. Labor is not covered under any circumstance unless a separate labor
warranty is purchased. Extended warranties are also available. Please see our website for
complete details and exclusions. We allow 60 days for returns. If you ordered the incorrect part

or simply do not need it, you are responsible for the origin and return shipping. My radio had
worn buttons and a broken CD player portion. I swapped the faceplate and CD player from this
good used radio to my original one and made it look and work like new. The chip that tells the
radio it's in the correct car is on the main radio board, so if your radio still works, just swap out
the bad parts to repair your existing unit. YouTube shows how to remove the radio from the
dash and just look at how the radio goes together to get the old one apart to swap in new parts
you need to fix it.. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: discountoemradios.
The radio was in great condition, but unless you can get the radio codes from General Motors
GM to put into the radio after it is installed it will not work. It all because of the theft system that
goes with the car. The Buick I put the radio in was my sisters, who past away and left me the
car. She had several GM cars in her life time. Still trying to get code to put into radio. I have the
VIN number which is used to get the code. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold
by: hubcapsplus. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information traversauto
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not
update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Item location:. Saint Johns, Michigan, United States. Ships to:. United States and
many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Wed. Delivery times may vary,
especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing
this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close
this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by traversauto. Powered
by Frooition. All Items. Payment We accept Paypal, all major credit cards and cash if you are
picking up the item. Terms Most items include a day warranty unless otherwise indicated.
Returns We allow 60 days for returns. Helpful Links. View more great items. This listing is
currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any inconvenience caused. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBa
xc90 v8 transmission
1979 chevrolet
kia carens 2016
y Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods.

Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Don't pay a dealer to unlock this
radio My radio had worn buttons and a broken CD player portion. X Previous image. Radio Code
The radio was in great condition, but unless you can get the radio codes from General Motors
GM to put into the radio after it is installed it will not work. Why is this review inappropriate?
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Payment Payment We accept Paypal, all major credit cards and cash if you are picking up the
item. Terms Terms Most items include a day warranty unless otherwise indicated. Returns
Returns We allow 60 days for returns. International Priority Shipping.

